
Bacon Radars "Keep the Lights Off"

For fans of... Arctic Monkeys, Cage the Elephant, Ty Segall 

Bacon Radars release their debut album
'Keep the Lights Off': a balearic garage

manifesto
 https://orcd.co/keepthelightsoff 

Opposite to a chiller music scene, characteristic from the paradisiac Mediterranean

islands, Bacon Radars acclaim the guitars with their self denominated Balearic Garage.   

The album is an allegation towards that healthy attitude of “everything is possible as long

as the club lights are still off”. 

Recorded in Sol de Sants Studios in Barcelona with Alberto Pérez as a producer, Keep

the Lights Off is a solid album based on sharpened guitars, distorted vocals and frenetic

rhythms.

https://orcd.co/keepthelightsoff


That final strike of the night, when your feet are burning and everything is blurry and
fun in the coolest club… and suddenly they turn the lights on. No way,  Bacon
Radars refuse to accept that bummer, when you have to go back to your daily life
and boring routine. That is the reason why Keep the Lights Off, besides being the
band’s battle cry, is the name of their upcoming debut (and self-published) album
that is released with  Hidden DIY’s support. This album is a call to not turn your
back on having fun, there will be time for obligations! It is also full of sharpened
guitars, distorted voices and sounds that refer to Ty Segall’s garage, going through
stoner and progressive rock with influences like  Foals,  Cage the
Elephant, Deerhunter or The Hives. 

Bacon Radars’ Balearic Garage becomes clear from the first two singles that
preceded the album release.  ‘Troublemaker’, a bullet of direct rock and sticky
melodies that talks about the new relationship trends that defy classical monogamy
(open relationships, polyamory, Tinder…) and questions the lack of engagement;
and ‘Lost in Town’, their most wild, energetic and loud version. Nevertheless, their



sharpened guitars and frenetic rhythms remain in all the songs of the album, starting
from ‘Nightclub Lights’ to the powerful and out of control ‘Preoccupations’, going
through ‘Fade Away’ or the more melodic ‘Walking Out’. Summarizing: a great and
solid album with the final emotive touch of ‘A Thousand Million Copies’. 

After publishing an EP and a bunch of singles during 2018 & 2019, Bacon Radars’
members  Roger Abella  (vocals),  Guillem Laborda  (lead guitar),  Lluís
Gelabert  (rhythm guitar), Marc Fisa  (bass) and Santi Arderiu  (drums) drop in the
rock scene with a solid LP that is guarantee enough to conquer large stages.

promo pictures here

Bacon Radars - 'Troublemaker' 
[Official Video Music]

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1h7NJz3cCKjK_udo6gDJgQQQ5eWEdp2ZN?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJYub4NgkaI&feature=youtu.be


Bacon Radars - 'Lost in Town' 
[Official Video Music]
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